Name of the Tool

Internet World Stats - Usage and Population Statistics

Home Page

Logo

URL

www.internetworldstats.com/

Subject

Statistics - World

Accessibility

Free

Language

English

Publisher

Miniwatts Marketing Group.

Brief History

Subject to research

Scope and Coverage

Internet World Stats is an international website that features up to date world internet
usage, population statistics, travel stats and internet market research data for over
243 individual countries and world regions. It also gives information on hosting
plans, domains, long distance calling, tracking of visitors, search engine
optimization, e-mail campaigns, auto responders, translations, e-marketing
campaigns and so on.

Kind of Information

While name of each continent is clicked on that gives the list of countries and then
each of those countries provides some specific information and related links. For
example, India shows result like:

Different topics are discussed under the heading, named ‘internet coaching library’.
Each topic is discussed with its usefulness including the name of the author. An
example is shown below:

Statistics of world, Africa, America, Asia, Europe, EU, Middle East, Oceania,
Latin, Caribbean, Central America, North America, South America etc. are given
here. Each of them gives statistics on internet usage, facebook usage, population and
other such statistical information. Both tabular and graphical representation can be
seen. As for example, result of Asia is like:

The telecommunication and industry related reports can be seen also. It also provides
information on Search Engine Marketing (SEM) & Search Engine Optimization
(SEO). SEO profile includes information on different SEO tools like optimization,
SEOEO audits, link analysis, social media, white label, competitive intelligence etc.
Press room provides latest news and press releases in descending chronological
order.

Special Features







Arrangement Pattern

IWS newsletters are sent via e-mail to the subscribed users.
Some PDFs can be downloaded.
Videos are provided with internet coaching library wherever needed.
Links of related websites can also be found. Such as: BuddeComm and so on.
Weather report can be seen.
World time and date can also be seen.

Names of countries are arranged alphabetically as shown below:

The search engines are listed alphabetically as follows:

Remarks

Comparable Tools

Date of Access

Internet World Stats is a useful source for country and regional stats, international
online market research, the latest Internet statistics, world Internet penetration data,
world population statistics, telecommunications information reports and Facebook
Stats by country.
 knoema.com ( https://knoema.com/ )
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